




























































































































































-22.094 -149.749 2.403 44 43 44
-21.906 -149.749 2.433 61 60 61
-21.717 -149.749 2.465 76 75 76
-21.529 -149.749 2.497 91 90 91
-21.353 -149.749 2.465 97 96 97
-23.092 -148.781 1.305 33 32 33
-22.913 -148.781 1.28 53 52 53
-22.736 -148.781 1.251 72 71 72
-22.556 -148.781 1.232 94 93 94
-22.367 -148.781 1.249 123 122 123
-22.177 -148.781 1.275 147 146 147
-21.987 -148.781 1.301 172 171 172
-21.809 -148.781 1.274 183 182 183
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Methods for Evaluating the Appearance of Seam Pucker Replicas
- Using CCD Camera -
Nao OTA
【abstract】
An attempt has been made to evaluate quantitatively a series of standard replicas for seam pucker prescribed 
in the JIS by using a three-dimensional measurement equipment. There are two types of replicas, i.e., replicas 
for single stitch seam and double stitch seam. A surface of  replicas have been measured with CCD camera and 
analyzed quantitatively by means of finite difference method.
【key words】
seam pucker,  finite difference method
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